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Istavan Michealovitch Yuttreberg

General Information

Species: Nepleslian

Gender: Male

Age: 23

Family / Creators:

Micheal Niclovitch Yuttreberg (Father)

Olga Yuttreberg (Mother)

Norman Michealovitch Yuttreberg (Oldest Brother)

Andri Michealovitch Yuttreberg (Older brother)

Vladimir Michealovitch Yuttreberg (Middle-younger brother)

Pioter Michealovitch Yuttreberg (Younger brother)

Lev Michealovitch Yuttreberg (Youngest brother)

Joana Yuttreberg (Younger Sister)

Employer: Star Military of the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia

Occupation: Power Armor Pilots (Space)

Rank: Soldier

Current Assignment: Soldier third class

Physical Characteristics

Height: 6' 6“ 1.98 meters

Weight: 195 Lbs 88.45 Kg

Measurements: 34” waist 38“ inseam

Bra Size:

Build and Skin color: Tall, and well muscled. His skin is pale though ruddy. He has a medium frame, broad
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shoulders, and a somewhat narrow waist

Facial Features and Eye color: Slavic facial features, and hazel eyes. To those who do not know what
slavic facial features are that means a somewhat rounded facial features, bushy eyebrows, and a
medium-large nose.

Hair color and Style: Orangish red, worn crew-cut, strait when grown long.

Distinguishing Features: He has a dimple on his left cheek when he smiles or scowls

Psychological Characteristics

Personality:

Gergarious and outgoing Istvan was the “Mediator” of his faimly. Istvan hovever tends towards an odd
sort of optimistic pessimisim. The words most often out of his mouth are “Well that went better then I
expected” and “Don't worry, could be worse!” Istvan is a quick and is also imaginative, and good at
latteral thinking. He tends towards an almost bouncy type of motion, and he thinks of everything in terms
of motion. He is perfectly willing to kill someone who is armed, but refuses to kill a civilian

Likes: Stimulents, Borsest, “playing politics”, combat

Dislikes: Cats, Anal-retentive commanders, killing civilians

Goals: Sur

vive, Raise a faimly, get richer/more famious etc.

History

Istvan's faimly was hardly rich, but they did live somewhat comfortably compared to many around them.
The Yuttreberg faimly is very close knit, and they wear their slavic origins as a badge of pride. There is
probably a certain amount of Idol-Sol in the Yuttreberg blood, given Istvan's height; the tallest in his
faimly in fact. When Istvan turned 20 he decided that his faimly no longer needed his protection and he
joined the Nepleslian army…. It's been five years since then, and he's fought a few skirmishes, but has
the odd tendancy to be in the wrong place at the wrong time whenever something big was going down…
He's a member of the greens, not the reds, though it's not as if he cares about the politics of it all.

He was in both of the training sims, with Kokuten, Rico, Adrain, Fian, et all, in each of which he dealt
heavy damage, and his unit took heavy losses.

He disarmed a bomb while visiting Elysia, with Ally's assistance.

He was ambushed, and a direct witness to the death of Rico, and had belived he killed the man
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He is developing a relationship (possibly) with Benji.

He is involved with the first contact of the freespacers.

h it's not that he cares about the politics of it all…

Skills

Pilot:

The character knows how to pilot power armors beyond the general knowledge provided by
fighting/physical. He knows the ins and outs of a power armor system and is able to diagnose and solve
minor to moderate system problems (electronic malfunctions, intake problems), and can perform
rudimentary repairs (very basic) with proper tools. He can operate hand-controlled flight systems. He is
very skilled in armor maneuvering and weapons operations in both combat and non-combat situations.
He is skilled in space-based engagements.

Fighting:

This character is skilled in street-fighting, though uses no “official” form of self defense (Such as a martial
art). This character is well-versed, however, in the fine “art” of fighting dirty, and using whatever odds
and ends come to hand as improvisational weapons. This character is also skilled in combat with
weapons including Power Amour combat, and grenade and energy-rifles…. This character specializes in
“boarding conditions”

Maintenance and repair: This character is skilled in the maintenance of basic devices. He is more skilled
at fixing his power amour then most power amour pilots are. He specializes in “Combat jury-rigging”

Communications:

This character is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and
receive transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in
both combat and non-combat conditions. Your character is fluent in English and Russian. He can speak
and write both correctly and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc; however he speaks
both with a somewhat idiomatic accent. This character is a skilled liar, and posses an awesome poker-
face

Physical:

This character is very flexible, and is also rather acrobatic. This character knows the physical side of
piloting combat amour. This character also posses some zero-G experience, though only enough to keep
from looking like a fool, no he is not skilled enough to pull stunts.
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Rogue, Streetwise:

This character grew up in dangerous conditions: He knows how to scope an area, how to offer a bribe,
and (roughly) how much to offer, as well as how to survive on the streets. He knows the signs and
trappings of underworld power and how to mimic them if necessary. This character is a skilled liar, and
posses an awesome poker-face.

Leadership:

This character is skilled in negotiation, especially in the sort that keeps a group of warriors from ripping
out each other’s throats. He is good at maintaining balances of power within his unit, and is a very good
mediator/arbiter. Further he is good at recognizing dangerous situations and getting out of them.

Equipment

Official Issue

2 Pullover shirt, green, with rank patches on shoulder pads and name plate

4 T-Shirts, white

4 underwear, white

2 Khaki cargo pants

1 Beret, green, with flash patch

1 pair gloves, leather, black

1 pair boots, black (or khaki)

6 pair boot Socks, white

1 Belt, dark green (pants)

1 Pistol belt, black, with holster

1 pair identification tags, metal, with name and hometown

1 Canteen, 1 quart

1 Pistol, semi-automatic, .45 caliber, with 2 extra magazines

Personal Belongings

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=items:clothing:t-shirt
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1 locket with picture of faimly

1 bottle (30 pills) of Big K, COMPOUNDED.

Character Data
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